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Los Alamos, NM 87545

*Current address - Department of Nuclear Engineering Sciences
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Abstract

In this paper we discuss the system design and ongoing efforts to characterize the
machine physics and operating properties of the Skua fast burst assembly. The machine
is currently operating up to prompt critical while we await approval for super-prompt
burst operations. Efforts have centered on characterizing neutron kinetic properties,
comparing calculated and measured temperature coefficients and power distributions,
improving the burst reproducibility, examining the site-wide dose characteristics, and
fitting the machine with cooling and filtration systems.

I. SYSTEM DESCRIPTION

A. Core & Control Elements

The Skua assembly has been described previously in Refs. 1 - 3 (Photo 1). The
core is composed of a 0.314-m (12.4 in.) o.d., 0.243-m (9.58 in.) i.d., and ~0.30-m
(11.8 in.) high annular cylinder of U(93)- 1.5%Mo alloy surrounded by copper reflectors,
which provide reactivity control. Six copper reflector segments provide three safety
blocks, which move radially, and three rotating control drums. A plan view and elevation
view of the core are shown in Fig. 1.

Inside this hollow cylindrical fuel stack is (usually) a neutron moderating
assembly that acts as a thermalizing "flux trap" (Fig. 2). The current flux trap consists of
graphite, polyethylene, cadmium, boral, and U(93)C 100 in a stainless steel can which fits
within the inner annulus to provide thermal neutrons for experiment irradiations. A
lifting fixture attached to the Skua stand provides the capability to incrementally lift or
lower the flux trap and other materials from the core.

Three hydraulically actuated safety blocks (SB-I, SB-2, and SB-3) provide about
$10. shutdown. In Fig. 1 SB-1 is shown in its shutdown position. SB-1 is referred to as
the "slow" safety because its motion is slowed during insertion (normal speed during
retraction) and can be stopped at any intermediate position. This allows the insertion to be
stopped to acquire neutron count data. SB-I has a throttled hydraulic "slowdown" valve
which is adjustable on the machine stand and also permits stopping during its insertion or
withdrawal, whereas SB-2 and SB-3 are either completely "in" or "out." In addition, SB-
1 and SB-2 have pneumatic "booster" actuators for faster removal of the safety blocks on
scram. SB-2 and SB-3 can only be either completely "in" or "out". Three gas
accumulators are used for pressure back-up on scram or in case of hydraulic pump failure
and operate independently for each safety block.

Three rotary copper reflectors act as vernier control drums. These are hereafter
denoted the mass drum (MD), the yield drum (YD), and the burst drum (BD). The MD
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and YD rotate 180° by 60 Hz. stepping motors for fine incremental control. In addition,
they have rotary springs which return the elements to their least reactive position in the
event of a scram. Rotary drum speed on the MD and the YD is geared to limit the
reactivity insertion rate to <0.05 S/see. in conformity with the Technical Specifications
(Ref. 4). The interlock system prevents simultaneous insertion of the MD and YD
elements.

The BD is intended for fast re_.etivity addition in achieving sub-prompt and
prompt-critical burst operation. Its rotation is limited to 87.5° and can only be either
completely "in" or "out." The BD is driven hydraulically from the main hydraulic circuit.
A specially-designed shock absorber system is installed on the burst drum to prevent
"bounce" after insertion. The interlock system requires that the mass drum be fully
inserted and retracted before the burst drum can be inserted.

II. SYSTEM OPERATION

A. Control / Protect System

The basic philosophy of the Skua interlock system is that insertion of the rapid
elements (SB-2, SB-3, and the BD) must be preceded by insertion and withdrawal of a
slower element of equal or greater worth (SB-I and the MD). During insertion of the
safety blocks SB-1 must be inserted and withdrawn before SB-2 can be inserted. Thus,
the effect of adding the SB-2's reactivity is determined in a safe manner by slow addition
of SB-1. In a similar manner, the slow-moving MD must be inserted and removed before
the rapid-moving BD can be inserted. This sequence helps prevent an unplanned
criticality during startup when the core configuration has been modified as with
experiments in the flux trap.

There are two operating modes: a "delayed critical" (D-C) mode for new
approaches to critical, and a "burst" mode for burst generation. Operation in the burst
mode is possible only through a special key-lock switch. Operations are limited
sequentially by the fail-safe relay-interlock system. Two distinct modes are available:

B, D-C Mode:

This is the default mode of operation used for most delayed critical operations. D-
C mode is used for establishing control drum critical positions for any new configuration
of the machine. Extra interlock precautions on the safety block insertion sequence are
built in to enhance operational safety. This sequence is detailed below.

A. SB-2 can be inserted only after insertion and withdrawal of SB-I.

B. SB-3 cannot be inserted until SB-I has been reinserted and withdrawn with SB-2
inserted.

C. With SB-1,2,3 inserted and YD at its fully out position, BD can be inserted only
after insertion and withdrawal of MD.

D. With the BD inserted, MD and YD can be adjusted for steady-state operation.
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C. Burst Mode:

The YD is used to set the initial periodof the transient, and the MD is adjusted to
obtain the pre-burst delayed-criticalcheck. A sub-prompt supercritical configuration is
obtained by first establishing a delayed-critical condition with the burst drum "in" and the

YD at a predetermined setting, 0yD. Then, when the YD is rotated to its fully "in"
position, an excess reactivity is established equal to the increment added by the YD in
moving from its delayed-critical position to its "in" position.

Burst mode is used to establish the proper sequence for burst mode operation. It
should be used only after the machine configuration is well characterizedand control
drum critical positions are established. A special key enable switch must be closed to
operate in burst mode. The spring-loadedswitch returnsto its normally open position (D-
C mode) when released. This control sequence for burst mode is included below.

A. Only SB-I can be inserted at ftrst.

B. Only after SB-1,2,3 are inserted can YD be inserted.

C. The burst mode cannot be fully implemented until the YD has been inserted and
withdrawn to the out-limit set position* at which point further outward motion is
prevented. Control panel annunciators light up to indicateproper execution of
this step. The set position of the YD would be determined from a calibration curve
of burst yield versus YD set position.

D. The BD cannot be inserted until MD has been inserted and withdrawn.

E. With YD withdrawn to the out-limit set position and BD inserted, the assembly
can be brought up to power using MD for control. Two crew members shall
check the YD position indicator which is then recorded in the experiment log.

F. Withdrawal of SB-3 (which also causes the BD to be withdrawn) terminates
fission power. Merely withdrawing the BD will, for many applications,
accomplish the same result.

G. YD can now be fully inserted (to provide supereritieal increment).

H. MD cannot be inserted further.

I. After an appropriatewait time following the criticalcheek, SB-3 can be reinserted
in preparation for a burst.

J. The burst drum now can only be reinserted by simultaneously pressing two panel
switches under crew member control and a third switch accessible only to the
other crew member.

Any failure of the interlock sequence will prevent completion of the subsequent
steps. Furthermore, in any operation, simultaneous inward motion of the controldrums is
prevented by the protect system. In addition, the protect system along with springson the
drums, and gas accumulators in the hydraulicsensure a scram on loss of any power
supply.
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III. PHYSICAL CHARACTERIZATION

A, NeutronKinetics

The relationshipbetween reactorperiod and reactivitycan be determined using
the Inhour relation. The parameterc_-- 13/1can be estimated using SN neutrontransport

calculations to predict the o_-eigenvalue. This value which gives the best fit to
experimental data (Ref. 5) is o_= 0.44 x 106 sec "1(for Godiva measured ot = 1.1 x 106sec"

1). The Inhour equation with 13-- 0.0065 and the standard 6 delayed-neutron groups gives
the desired period-reactivity relationship.

For reactivities up to 0.95 $ above delayed critical the standard 6 delayed-neutron
groups is sufficient to predict the behavior of the assembly. However, above 0.95 $ the
return of neutrons from the Skua flux trap acts as an additional delayed neutron group.

The predicted reciprocal period at prompt critical is to = 102 sec"l which corresponds to a
9.8 msec initial period. This compares to Godiva with a reciprocal period at prompt
critical of to = 660 sec"t ( 1.5 msec initial period).

B. Flux Maooin2 & PowerCalibration
- - --

A three-dimensionalMCNP(Ref. 6) model of Skua was developed to examine
flux profiles and powerpeaking. In modeling Skua,an attemptwas made to includeall
components that may have a significanteffect on reactivity. Besides the fuel and flux
trap,the variouscopperreflectorswill have the greatesteffect on reactivity. Also
included were majorstructuralcomponents:supportblocks, supportstand, base plate, top
plate, andactuatordeck.

Several approximationswere made in this model. First, the outeredge of the
radial reflectors (controldrums,safety blocks, and reflectors) were approximatedas
circular. The gaps between the variousmaterialregions in the flux trapwere accounted
forby tilting them in with the adjacentmaterialanddecreasing the corresponding
densities. Also, the top platewas approximatedas circular.Finally, the air was voided.
None of these changes is expected to have a significanteffect on the reactivity of the
model.

For the top plate and reflector, only a small amountof materialwas displaced.
This material was situatedon the outeredge of the assembly, and will likewise have a
negligible effect on reactivity. By filling in the voids in the flux trap, there was no change
in the amount of material,however any neutronstreamingis negated.In the actual
assembly, this streamingeffect is diminishedby the topand bottom reflectors. Replacing
the atmospherewith a void should have tittle effect on the reactivity.The fast neutron
spectrumcombinedwith the low densityof aircomparedwith the other materials,will
resultin relatively few neutroninteractionswith air.

Capabilitieswere includedin the inputf'defor rotating the control drumsand
sliding the safety blocks to any desiredposition. A topview of the MCNPmodel with the
MD and YD at 50° is shown in Figure3. To vary any of these components,simply
change the correspondingtranslationline (TR#X Y Z).
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The results of criticality runs indicate that this mockup is within 0.10 $ of critical at
several critical positions. Other runs were made to investigate: flux trap worth, the flux
and fission peaking in the core for different drum configurations, and reactivity effect of
varying the top fuel ring. A summary of these results follows.

_ Worth

Several configurations were examined with the flux trap and with the flux trap
materials voided. With the flux trap voided the keff for the system was roughly 10.5 $
supercritical. With all the reflectors withdrawn and the flux trap voided, Skua is roughly
6.5 $ subcritical.

Fission Power peaking

The fission power peaking was examined for two different critical cases. The fuel
was first sectioned into 6 pieces corresponding to the 6 reflecting pieces. Therefore, 3
sections will subtend a 50° angle while 3 will subtend a 70° angle. Then the fuel was split
up into 10 pieces radially and axially. So two runs were made for each configuration,
both had the fuel split up into 60 sections. The first case is with the mass and yield drums
at equivalent angles (50°). The fission heating and neutron flux radial profile for this
case are shown in Figs. 4 and 5 respectively. The second ease has the yield drum
completely withdrawn and the mass drum at 17°. The fission heating and neutron flux
radial profile for this case are shown in Figs. 6 and 7, respectively.

The power peaking was determined by first t_ the ratio of the highest axial
fission heating segment to the average fission heating fdt the core. Then, this value was
multiplied by the ratio of the highest to average radial fission heating for the segment that
had the highest axial fission heating (eg the section insi_ the burst drum). The power
peaking are as follows:

YD = 50°, MD = 50° 1.73
YD = 180", MD = 17 . 1.68

For the first case, the location of the peak is in the middle of the inner edge of the
burst drum. For the second case, the location of the pink is in the middle of the edge
between the BD and SB-3. •

C, Tew_verature Coefficient Characterization -'_

To examine the temperature coefficient a series of two-dimensional neutron
transport calculations were completed using the TWODANT two-dimensional discrete
ordinates neutron transport code (Ref. 7) on several Skua configurations with different
cross-section data bases. The temperature coefficient was of interest because of the fact
that as the fuel heats it expands toward the reflector. This has the effect of decreasing
leakage and diminishing the quench effect.

The thermal expansion coefficient is, in fact, a function of temperature (Ref. 8).

To simplify the problem, a constant coefficient of linear expansion, ot = ¢z(400 OK) - 15.6

x 10-6, is used. To produce an observable change in reactivity a large AT - 1106 OK is
assumed. The increase in height of the fuel stack is then calculated from the change in
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radii and volume. Only the fuel rings of the assembiy are effected by the "instantaneous"
heating produced during the burst. Under these assumptions we calculate the
"isothermal" or uniform temperature coefficient.

A detailed model of the current Skua configuration was assembled from available
blueprints and as-built specifications. In fact, several configurations were modeled as:

1) Configuration 1 - A model with 12-1 inch fuel rings of 235U(93.2%) -
Mo(1.5%).

2) Configuration 2 - A configuration with 11- 1 inch fuel rings of 235U(93) -
Mo(l.5) and one 1 inch ring of D-38 placed seventh from the bottom of the fuel
stack .Expansion of the D-38 ring was calculated consistent with the assumption

of (vt_f)38 / (v_f)25 ~ 0.143.

3) Configuration 3 - Configuration 1 with the addition of the Skua flux trap, is the
current configuration of the machine.

Each model was run in the most reactive configurations with all reflector elements
inserted to form a uniform three inch layer of copper reflector around the outer fuel
radius. Each configuration was run with the fuel at room temperature and at the reduced
density. In all cases the calculations were run S4-P0 with: 1) MENDF5 (Multi-group
ENDF/V-B), 30-group cross-sections, 2) Hansen-Roach 16-group standard cross-
sections, and 3) Hansen-Roach 16-group cross-sections with a modified copper set. The
modifications to the Hansen-Roach copper set was suggested by G. Hansen (Ref. 9) to
make the copper set more consistent with observed behavior. The modification reduced

atr and ag.g of groups 2-6 to values closer to that of nickel.

Table 1 gives the corresponding reactivity coefficient (dp/dT) in "cents"/OK.
While the absolute values of keff are useful in only a relative sense, the differences in

values of keff are uniform and accurate. The values for dp/dT are consistently negative
for all configurations and all cross-section sets. These calculations show a negative
reactivity quench with the fuel heating following a Skua burst. The absolute magnitude
of the quench, however, should not be inferred from these calculations. The simplifying
assumptions used in these calculations, i.e. uniform and instantaneous heating,
temperature constant cross-sections, etc., are important to predicting the absolute value of

dp/dT.

TABLE 1
Isothermal Temperature Coefficient of Reactivity for Different Configuration

(dp/dT) in "cents"/OK

MENDF/5 Hansen-Roach Hansen-Roach
Configuration 20:.Q£9._ St.andatd. 16-Group b,lod. Cu. 16-Group

1 -0.139 -0.120 -0.133

2 -0.129 -0.109 -0.123
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